**Product Detail:**

**Designation:** Energizer Trailfinder White LED Cap Light

**Model:** CAPW2BODE

**Color:** Black

**Power Source:** Two CR2032 Lithium Coin Cells

**ANSI / NEDA:** 5004LC

**Lamp:** Three White LEDs

**Lamp Life (hr):** Lifetime

**Lamp Output (lumens):** 14

**Beam Distance (m):** 10

**Peak Beam Intensity (cd):** 160

**Run Time (h:mm):** 6

**Typical Weight:** 23.4 grams with batteries

**Dimensions (mm):** 60 x 55 x 23

**Performance:**
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- **Run Time:** Continuous Drain to End of Useable Light (21°C)

Before Using Your Flashlight:
Please read all instructions and cautionary markings on the package and light.
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**WHITE LED**

- Three bright white LEDs provide strong illumination for close-up work
- Flood beam lights a wide area

**VERSATILE**

- Pivots to put light where you need it
- Clips easily to hat brim

**EASY TO USE**

- Convenient, side-located pushbutton switch
- Recessed switch to prevent accidental actuation

The CAPW2BODE provides strong light for general, close-up work. Whether you’re reading a map, baiting a hook or working under the sink, this light is a great choice. The convenient, side-located switch is recessed to prevent accidental actuation. The light pivots to put light where you need it, clips easily to a hat brim or visor and is mounted over the brim so it doesn’t obstruct your vision.